Site #: 162  
County: San Juan  
Site Name: Spencer Spit – Lopez Island  
Town: Port Stanley, Lopez Island  
GPS: N48° 32.189' W122° 51.125'  
Created: September 2018

Location: Stand at the end of Spencer Spit, beyond the shelter

Access: PARK CLOSED FROM NOV 1 – MAR 1; Requires Discover Pass, Park in designated gravel pull-off adjacent to spit and walk to the end
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Location of scope/surveyor:
View from the beach, looking west toward shelter & parking area.  
View from the shelter, looking east toward end of spit.

Reference points:
Looking east (ahead) from survey point, the rock cliff when facing the end of the spit is 276 m from observer.
Looking northeast (left) from survey point, the rocky bluff to the right of the base of a tree is 306 m from observer.

Looking southeast (right) from survey point, the rocky bluff below two trees is 302 m from observer.